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Home Learning

Dear Families,
The Oaks have been investigating angles this week: they learnt about
the different names for angles (including my favourite one) and applied
this to problem solving questions. To find the missing angle, they used
their knowledge of angle facts combined with the four operations.

Homework: Due in Thursday.
Spelling-.
leisure lightning marvellous
mischievous muscle
necessary neighbour
nuisance occupy occur

Reading- please read at least
four times a week and
discuss your reading.

My Maths- practising finding
missing angles.

Times tables: Mixed (0-12)
Attendance: 92.8%
Woo hoo!!

For their writing this week, the Oaks have been improving how they use
dialogue in their stories to advance the action or convey how a character
is feeling. After reading some examples, they had a go at writing some of
their own pieces where two different characters showed their personality
through the way they spoke. Then they applied this to a traditional tale
setting.
In RE, they were thinking about inspirational people and their impact on
people in the world today. Humanists don’t believe in God, so the Oaks
were considering who they might look to for inspiration and analysed
some inspirational quotes to help them understand why.
The Oaks improved their volleyball skills even further this week by
thinking about the different types of skills used during the game,
practising them and then modelling and demonstrating the skills to the
rest of the class.
On Thursday, the Oaks thoroughly enjoyed their transition day and are
incredibly excited to begin year 6 with Mrs Merrell. They will have an
amazing year!
Finally, well done to the Year 5 children who organised the fundraiser
after school on Friday. They were entirely independent with the
organising and running of the event and should feel incredibly proud!
Have a lovely weekend!

Miss Houcke

Worker of the Week
Worker of the week this week is for Lilliah for her incredible
enthusiasm and engagement with improving her maths this week.

Presentation Award
Presentation award this week is for Miles for showing his lovely
handwriting during handwriting practise this week and applying it to
his learning.

